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ABSTRACT

In an assessment of 29 global climate models (GCMs), Part I of this study identified biases in boreal winter

MJO teleconnections in anomalous 500-hPa geopotential height over the Pacific–North America (PNA)

region that are common to many models: an eastward shift, a longer persistence, and a larger amplitude. In

Part II, we explore the relationships of the teleconnectionmetrics developed in Part I with several existing and

newly developed MJO and basic state (the mean subtropical westerly jet) metrics. The MJO and basic state

diagnostics indicate that the MJO is generally weaker and less coherent and propagates faster in models

compared to observations. Themean subtropical jet also exhibits notable biases such as too strong amplitude,

excessive eastward extension, or southward shift. The following relationships are found to be robust among

the models: 1) models with a faster MJO propagation tend to produce weaker teleconnections; 2) models

with a less coherent eastward MJO propagation tend to simulate more persistent MJO teleconnections; 3)

models with a stronger westerly jet produce stronger and eastward shifted MJO teleconnections; 4) models

with an eastward extended jet produce an eastward shift in MJO teleconnections; and 5) models with a

southward shifted jet produce stronger MJO teleconnections. The results are supported by linear baroclinic

model experiments. Our results suggest that the larger amplitude and eastward shift biases in GCM MJO

teleconnections can be attributed to the biases in the westerly jet, and that the longer persistence bias is likely

due to the lack of coherent eastward MJO propagation.

1. Introduction

The Madden–Julian oscillation (MJO; Madden and

Julian 1971, 1972) is characterized by the eastward prop-

agation of a planetary-scale convectively coupled system in

the equatorial Indo-Pacific warm pool with an average

phase speed of about 5ms21. It takes approximately 30 to

60 days for anMJOevent to travel from thewestern Indian

Ocean to the date line, around where the convective signal

tends to cease. Diabatic heating related to the MJO leads

to the formation of an anomalous Rossby wave source

(RWS) in the subtropics and midlatitudes through anom-

alous upper-level divergent winds in regions with a strong

absolute vorticity gradient near the subtropical westerly

jet (e.g., Sardeshmukh and Hoskins 1988). Excited

Rossby waves propagate poleward and eastward into theCorresponding author: Hyemi Kim, hyemi.kim@stonybrook.edu
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extratropics and modulate circulations there (e.g., Horel

and Wallace 1981; Hoskins and Karoly 1981). MJO tele-

connections can significantly modulate midlatitude

weather and climate phenomena such as blocking events

(Henderson et al. 2016), precipitation and temperature

(Zhou et al. 2012; Zheng et al. 2018), atmospheric rivers

(Mundhenk et al. 2016), storm tracks (Deng and Jiang

2011; Wang et al. 2018a; Zheng et al. 2018), the North

Atlantic Oscillation (Cassou 2008; Lin et al. 2009), and

the Pacific–North American (PNA) pattern (Mori and

Watanabe 2008; Tseng et al. 2019; Henderson et al. 2020,

manuscript submitted to J. Climate). Given the broad

impacts of MJO teleconnections, a better understanding

of the factors that influence MJO teleconnections and

their accurate simulation in global climatemodels (GCMs)

is crucial to both the research and operational communi-

ties. The Working Group on Numerical Experimentation

(WGNE) MJO Task Force adopted this as one of the

priority subprojects as a joint activity with the World

Meteorological Organization (WMO) Subseasonal-

to-Seasonal (S2S) teleconnection subproject. The scien-

tific focuses of the joint activity include 1) development of

standardizedMJO teleconnection diagnostics (Wang et al.

2019, hereafter Part I) and 2) analysis of the sensitivity of

MJO teleconnections to MJO and basic state representa-

tions in models and sources of teleconnection biases (the

focus of the present paper).

It is reasonable to expect MJO teleconnections over

the PNA region in a model to be affected by the model’s

own MJO characteristics such as its amplitude, propa-

gation speed, and extent. The amplitude of MJO tele-

connections would be stronger when the MJO and

associated RWS is stronger (Wang et al. 2018a). MJO

teleconnections would also intensify if the MJO propa-

gates farther eastward into the central Pacific rather

than weakens or breaks down over the Maritime

Continent (the ‘‘Maritime Continent barrier effect’’;

Rui and Wang 1990; Kim et al. 2014a). This is because

extraction of kinetic energy from the mean flow by the

Rossby wave is known to be particularly efficient in the

jet exit region (Adames and Wallace 2014; Bao and

Hartmann 2014). On the other hand, MJO tele-

connections would be weaker if the MJO propagates

with a phase speed that is faster than the average (Bladé
and Hartmann 1995; Yadav and Straus 2017; Goss and

Feldstein 2018; Zheng and Chang 2019). According to

Bladé and Hartmann (1995), this is because 1) a faster

propagating MJO is equivalent to embedding the forc-

ing in strong relative easterly winds, which gives rise to

an enhanced equatorial trapping of Rossby waves,

and 2) the faster propagating MJO leads to a decrease

in the Rossby wave group velocity, which causes a

greater wave damping during its propagation. The

weaker teleconnection amplitude may also arise from

the weaker teleconnection persistence as the MJO

heating and associated RWS would transit more rapidly

from one phase to the next phase for a fast propagating

MJO (Zheng and Chang 2019).

MJO teleconnections are also influenced by the basic

state in the extratropics. In boreal winter, anomalous

vorticity generation reaches a maximum at the southern

boundary of the subtropical westerly jet where the abso-

lute vorticity gradient is at maximum (Sardeshmukh and

Hoskins 1988). The excited Rossby waves are refracted

toward regions of high stationary wavenumber KS. Thus

the westerly jet, where KS is maximized, acts as a wave-

guide (Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993). On the poleward and

equatorward sides of the jet, the meridional gradient of

absolute vorticity (b*5 ›f /›y2 ›2u/›y2) is small or can

become negative due to strong meridional curvature

(›2u/›y2). This is the region where Rossby waves are re-

flected, and they must propagate eastward along the jet

and emanate at the exit region (Karoly 1983; Simmons

et al. 1983;Hoskins andAmbrizzi 1993; Seo andLee 2017).

The above considerations strongly suggest that simu-

lation of MJO teleconnections in GCMs can be im-

proved with a more realistic MJO (Yoo et al. 2015; Stan

and Straus 2019) or the basic state in the extratropics, in

particular the amplitude and position of the westerly jet.

While it has been documented that many current GCMs

still produce a weakerMJOwith faster and less coherent

eastward propagation (e.g., Kim et al. 2014b; Ahn et al.

2017) than the observed and a stronger Pacific westerly

jet with an eastward extension (Gong et al. 2014;

Henderson et al. 2017), a systematic examination of the

relationship between MJO teleconnections and the

characteristics of theMJO and the subtropical jet using a

large set of GCM simulations has not been performed.

In Part I, a set of standardized MJO teleconnection

metrics was developed for objectively evaluating and

comparing boreal winter MJO teleconnections (defined

using the 500-hPa geopotential height anomalies,

Z500a) over the PNA region (208–808N, 1208E–608W) in

the 29GCMs relative to reanalysis fields. It is shown that

current GCMs generally produce MJO teleconnections

with an eastward shift, larger amplitude, and longer

persistence compared to those observed. Here in Part II

we investigate how these MJO teleconnection biases

relate to MJO and basic state characteristics. The hy-

potheses arising from this initial investigation are further

tested with a linear baroclinic model (LBM; Watanabe

and Kimoto 2000).

The paper is organized as follows. The GCMs and

reference data are introduced in section 2. FiveMJO skill

metrics and their relationships with MJO teleconnections

are discussed in section 3. Four basic state metrics and
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their relationships with MJO teleconnections are dis-

cussed in section 4. A description of the LBM and the

results of sensitivity experiments are provided in section 5,

followed by a summary and discussion in section 6.

2. GCMs and reference dataset

Since we use the samemodels and reference dataset as

in Part I, they are only briefly described here. A total of

29 GCMs are analyzed (Table 1): 22 CMIP5 models

(Taylor et al. 2012), 6 models from the Global Energy

and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX) Atmospheric

System Study and Year of Tropical Convection (GASS/

YoTC) project (Jiang et al. 2015), and one Atmospheric

Model Intercomparison Project (AMIP) run from the

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

(ECMWF) (Davini et al. 2017). The period analyzed in

this study is 1975–2005 for CMIP5 models, 1991–2010 for

GASS/YoTC models (except for SPCAM, for which

1986–2003 is used), and 1980–2000 for the ECMWF

model. Only one ensemble member from each model is

analyzed.

The NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution

Radiometer OLR (Liebmann and Smith 1996) dataset

andERA-Interimdata (Dee et al. 2011) from1979 to 2017

are analyzed (hereafter referred to as ‘‘observations’’).

We focus on October to March when the MJO and

Northern Hemisphere teleconnections are most prom-

inent. Model output and reference data are interpolated

to the same horizontal resolution (2.58 3 2.58). Anomalies

are derived by subtracting the first three harmonics of the

climatological seasonal cycle and the most recent 120-day

mean from each field to reduce the influence of interan-

nual variability (Wheeler and Hendon 2004). No filtering

is applied unless stated otherwise.

3. MJO simulation and its influence on MJO
teleconnections

a. MJO simulation (MJO skill metrics M1–M5)

Several MJO metrics developed by previous studies

(e.g., Kim et al. 2009; Waliser et al. 2009; Jiang et al.

2015; Ahn et al. 2017) are applied to the 29 GCMs.

Figure 1 shows Hovmöller diagrams (longitude vs time

TABLE 1.Description of CMIP5 (1–22), GASS/YoTC (23–28), andECMWF (29)models.Models in bold are 12 ‘‘good’’MJOpropagation

models selected based on MJO propagation skill (M1).

Model Modeling center Institution

1 ACCESS1.0 CSIRO-BOM CSIRO (Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research

Organization), and BOM (Bureau of Meteorology), Australia

2 ACCESS1.3

3 CanESM2 CCCma Canadian Centre for Climate Modeling and Analysis, Canada

4 CMCC-CESM CMCC Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy

5 CMCC-CM

6 CMCC-CMS

7 CNRM-CM5 CNRM-CERFACS Centre National de RecherchesMeteorologiques/Centre Europeen de

Recherche et Formation Avancees en Calcul Scientifique, France

8 GFDL CM3 NOAA GFDL Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, United States

9 GFDL-ESM2G

10 GFDL-ESM2M

11 HadGEM2-AO MOHC Met Office Hadley Centre, United Kingdom

12 HadGEM2-CC

13 IPSL-CM5A-LR IPSL Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France

14 MIROC5 MIROC Atmosphere andOceanResearch Institute (TheUniversity of Tokyo),

National Institute for Environmental Studies, and JapanAgency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology, Japan

15 MIROC-ESM

16 MIROC-ESM-CHEM

17 MPI-ESM-LR MPI-M Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Germany

18 MPI-ESM-MR

19 MPI-ESM-P

20 MRI-CGCM3 MRI Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

21 MRI-ESM1
22 NorESM1-M NCC Norwegian Climate Centre

23 GISS-E2 NASA GISS NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies

24 MRI-AGCM3 MRI Meteorological Research Institute, Japan

25 SPCAM3 Colorado State University

26 SPCCSM3 George Mason University

27 TAMU-CAM4 Texas A&M University

28 NCAR-CAM5 NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research

29 ECMWF ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
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lag) of 108S–108N averaged 25–90-day filtered OLR

anomalies using a Lanczos filter (Duchon 1979). Day 0

corresponds to the day when the standard deviation of

OLR anomaly averaged over the eastern Indian Ocean

(58S–58N, 758–858E) is less than 21, day 1 is the lag

composite of OLR anomaly one day after day 0, and

so on. A majority of models do not simulate realistic

eastward MJO propagation. Some models (e.g., GFDL-

ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, HadGEM2-AO, MIROC-

ESM, MIROC-ESM-CHEM, and NCAR CAM5)

produce a stationary MJO. CanESM2 shows westward

propagation. To quantify how well a model simulates

eastward MJO propagation, a metric M1 is developed

following Jiang et al. (2015).

(M1) MJO propagation skill: The pattern correlation

coefficient (pattern CC) is calculated between the ob-

served and model’s Hovmöller diagram of OLR anom-

alies: one for the composites against convection averaged

over the eastern Indian Ocean (Fig. 1) and another

against the corresponding western Pacific (1308–1508E,
58S–58N) time series [not shown; more details in Jiang

et al. (2015)].MetricM1 is derived as the average of these

FIG. 1. Lead–lag composites of 108S–108N averaged (a) observed and (b)–(dd) modeled 25–90-day filtered OLR anomalies (unit: Wm22)

against convection averaged over the eastern Indian Ocean (58S–58N, 758–858E) with standard deviation less than 21.
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two pattern CCs and ranges from 0.5 to 0.9 amongmodels

(Fig. 2a). ‘‘Good’’ MJO models are defined when M1

exceeds 0.75 (a total of 12 models, bolded in Table 1).

These models are consistent with the ‘‘good’’ MJO

models analyzed in Jiang et al. (2015) and Henderson

et al. (2017), who used lag regression and lag correlation,

respectively, to construct the Hovmöller diagrams for

selecting the ‘‘good’’ MJO models.

(M2) Coherency: this metric aims to characterize the

coherency of the eastward MJO propagation. Following

Sperber and Kim (2012) and Ahn et al. (2017), M2 is the

average of the absolute values ofmaximumandminimum

lead–lag correlation coefficients calculated between

the Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM; Wheeler and

Hendon 2004) indices. As in Part I, the model RMM

indices are constructed by projecting the 158S–158N
averaged OLR and 850- and 200-hPa zonal wind

anomalies onto the observed combined EOF (CEOF)

eigenvectors (hereafter referred to as ‘‘projected RMM

indices’’). This projection technique (Duffy et al. 2003)

allows a direct and consistent comparison of the MJO

among models and observations. M2 calculated using

the projected RMM indices (Fig. 2b) is highly correlated

(correlation coefficient at 0.91) with that using RMM

FIG. 1. (Continued)
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indices derived from each model’s eigenvectors. A

smallerM2 value indicates aweaker relationship between

the two RMM indices, and thus less coherent eastward

propagation of MJO convection from the Indian Ocean

to the western Pacific. Most models (;89%) have M2

values that are lower than that from observations (0.54),

which is consistent with the findings of Ahn et al. (2017).

Metric M3 is calculated based on the wavenumber–

frequency power spectrum of 108S–108N averaged OLR

following Ahn et al. (2017). Power spectra for observa-

tions, the six GASS/YoTC models, and the ECMWF

model are compared in Fig. 3. Corresponding CMIP5

model results can be found in Fig. 1 of Ahn et al. (2017)

for precipitation and 850-hPa zonal wind. In observa-

tions (Fig. 3a), the power peaks within the 30–80-day

period at wavenumbers 1–3 (usually referred to as the

‘‘MJO band’’), which is consistent with previous studies

(e.g., Zhang et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2009; Ahn et al. 2017).

Themodels have large biases in the spatial and temporal

scale of the MJO. Eastward power in GISS-E2, MRI-

AGCM3, SPCCSM3, andECMWFpeaks at amuch lower

frequency/longer period (;100-day period) at zonal

wavenumbers 1–3. ECMWF, TAMU, and SPCAM3

strongly overestimate the eastward power within the

MJO band, while GISS-E2 and NCAR-CAM5 underes-

timate it. A metric M3 is developed to quantify the MJO

period in model simulations:

(M3)MJO period: The average period is calculated as

the sum of the power-weighted period divided by the

sum of power over the 25–100-day period for zonal

wavenumbers 1–3 (red box in Fig. 3a). This broad period

range is selected given the large model spread in the

FIG. 2. (a) MJO propagation skill (M1), (b) coherency (M2), and (c) period (M3) for ob-

servations (closed circles) and each model (open circles). Solid lines represent the multimodel

mean. Dashed line in (a) denotes the threshold (correlation at 0.75) of ‘‘good’’ MJO propa-

gation models.
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dominant MJO period. The observed MJO period is

approximately 43 days. About 75% of models have a

shorter MJO period than observations (Fig. 2c), indi-

cating faster MJO propagation than the observed aver-

age phase speed in most GCMs consistent with Ahn

et al. (2017). Simulated MJO period is especially short

in MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ESM-CHEM at around

36 days, and longer in TAMU-CAM4 at around 48 days.

The MJO period estimated from the lead–lag correla-

tion between the projected RMM indices (Ahn et al.

2017) are highly correlated with M3 across all models

(correlation coefficient at 0.74).

Metrics M4 and M5 are developed from the compos-

ites of OLR anomalies of strong MJO events defined

FIG. 3. Wavenumber–frequency power spectra of 108S–108N averaged OLR (unit:W2m24 per frequency interval per wavenumber

interval) for (a) observations and (b)–(h) models. Power spectrum is calculated for each year and then averaged over all years. Dotted

lines are drawn at frequencies corresponding to 30 and 80 days. The red box in (a) is the band where period (M3) is calculated.
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when the amplitude of the projected RMM indices ex-

ceeds 1.0.

(M4) OLR pattern CC: Pattern CC is calculated be-

tween themodeled and observedOLR anomalies (Fig. 1

of Part I) over the tropical Indo-Pacific region (408E–
1408W, 158S–158N). Results for MJO phases 3 and 7 are

summarized in Fig. 4. These phases are the most effec-

tive MJO phases in exciting extratropical circulation

anomalies (Stan et al. 2017; Tseng et al. 2019). All

models reasonably simulate the MJO OLR pattern

(M4 . 0.5). In particular, ACCESS1.3, CMCC-CESM,

MIROC5, MRI-ESM1, NorESM1-M, TAMU-CAM4,

and ECMWF simulate a rather realisticMJO pattern for

both phases 3 and 7 (M4 . 0.8). Among the eight MJO

phases, models simulate a more realistic MJO OLR

pattern for phases 2, 3, and 6 (multimodel mean of M4

greater than 0.75).

(M5)OLR amplitude: OLR amplitude is calculated as

the standard deviation of composite OLR anomalies

over the Indo-Pacific region in a model divided by that

of observations (Taylor 2001). A value less than 1

indicates an underestimate of the OLR amplitude in a

model. Most models (;70%) underestimate the ampli-

tude of MJO convection for both phases 3 and 7 (Fig. 4)

compared to observations. This overall weaker MJO is

found in all MJO phases (not shown). TAMU-CAM4

has an exceptionally strong MJO amplitude because the

model heating is constrained by the observed MJO

heating structure. This improves some aspects of MJO

characteristics, such as a more realistic eastward prop-

agation (Lappen and Schumacher 2012), but produces

too strong amplitude (Jiang et al. 2015).

b. Relationships between the MJO and MJO
teleconnections

Most of themodels produce a weakerMJOwith faster

and less coherent eastward propagation, consistent with

previous studies (e.g., Ahn et al. 2017). Impacts of these

MJO biases onMJO teleconnections are now examined.

MJO teleconnection metrics (T1–T6) are defined by

5–9-day averaged lagged response of Z500a over the

PNA region to each MJO phase (more details in Part I).

Pattern CC of MJO teleconnections (T1) and of RWS

(T6) represents the general simulation skill of the tele-

connection pattern. Relative amplitude (T2) is defined

similar to OLR amplitude (M5) such that T2 . 1.0 in-

dicates stronger MJO teleconnections in a model than

observations. East–west position (T3) is defined as the

Z500a-weighted average longitude, which indicates the

east–west shift of MJO teleconnections relative to ob-

servations; more positive value of T3 represents a more

eastward shift. Intraphase pattern consistency (IPC)

(T4) measures the consistency of teleconnection pat-

terns between individual MJO events for a given

MJO phase; larger IPC indicates a higher consistency.

Persistence (T5) represents the duration that tele-

connections persist. Table 2 shows the linear correlation

coefficients calculated between the MJO and telecon-

nection metrics across all models. Only metrics with

statistically significant correlation coefficients are listed.

For correlations with teleconnection amplitude (T2),

the outlier model HadGEM2-AO is removed from the

FIG. 4. Taylor diagram of OLR pattern CC (M4) and OLR

amplitude (M5) for MJO phase 3 (red square) and phase 7 (blue

triangle). The distance between each model and the reference

point ‘‘REF’’ indicates the root-mean-square error (RMSE).

TABLE 2. Correlations between MJO teleconnection and MJO metrics calculated across all models that exceed 90% confidence level

based on a two-tailed test: (T1) pattern CC, (T2) relative amplitude, (T4) intraphase pattern consistency (IPC), (T6) pattern CC of RWS,

(T5) persistence; (M1) MJO propagation skill, (M2) coherency, (M3) period, (M4) OLR pattern CC, and (M5) OLR amplitude.

Correlations are the average over all phases except T5, which is the average of phases 3 and 7. Correlations in bold text denote the results

after removing the outlier model HadGEM2-AO from calculation (results for all models are shown in parentheses).

T1 (pattern) T2 (amplitude) T4 (IPC) T6 (RWS pattern) T5p3&7 (persistence)

M1 (propagation) 0.36 0.34 20.35

M2 (coherency) 0.56 0.42 20.56

M3 (period) 0.53 (0.23)

M4 (pattern) 0.58 0.61

M5 (amplitude) 0.61 (0.25) 0.45 0.37
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calculation due to an exceptionally large bias in the

teleconnection amplitude (Part I).

Table 2 suggests that the model MJO affects the pat-

tern of MJO teleconnections via affecting the RWS

pattern. Models with a better and more coherent east-

ward MJO propagation (M1 and M2 are correlated at

0.77) and realistic MJO pattern (M4) generally simulate

more realistic patterns of teleconnections (T1) and the

RWS (T6). Models with a slower MJO propagation (M3)

tend to produce stronger MJO teleconnections (T2) (this

will be tested in section 5; Bladé and Hartmann 1995;

Yadav and Straus 2017; Goss and Feldstein 2018; Zheng

and Chang 2019). Models with stronger MJO amplitude

(M5) produce stronger MJO teleconnections (T2) with

more consistent teleconnection patterns between indi-

vidual MJO events (T4) and longer persistence (T5). This

influence is possibly because stronger MJO convection

can intensify the extratropical response (Wang et al.

2018a), which may lead to a slower decay and longer

persistence of teleconnections. This, in turn, gives rise to a

higher consistency of teleconnection patterns between

individual MJO events.

Models with a better and more coherent MJO prop-

agation (M1 andM2) havemore realistic teleconnection

persistence (T5) for phases 3 and 7. The averaged per-

sistence of phases 3 and 7 for ‘‘good’’ MJO propagation

models is 15 days, which is closer to the observed

(13 days) compared to the rest of models (;20 days).

The more realistic teleconnection persistence is possibly

because MJO teleconnection changes correspond to a

clear MJO transition from one phase to another. This

hypothesis is tested with an LBM experiment in section 5.

As a side note, although both MJO propagation (M1 and

M2) and MJO amplitude (M5) are associated with tele-

connection persistence (T5), no significant correlation is

found between the MJO propagation and amplitude.

4. Basic state simulation and its influence on MJO
teleconnections

a. Basic state simulation (basic state skill
metrics B1–B4)

Generation and propagation of Rossby waves are

strongly dependent on the position and intensity of the

subtropical westerly jet. Simulation of upper-level zonal

wind and its influence on MJO teleconnections is in-

vestigated in this section. Figure 5 shows the climatology

of 250-hPa zonal wind (U250) in observations and biases

in models. Significant biases in both the amplitude and

position of the subtropical jet are found. For example,

IPSL-CM5A-LR, MRI-CGCM3, and MRI-ESM1 sim-

ulate a stronger jet with significant eastward extension,

while MIROC-ESM and MIROC-ESM-CHEM pro-

duce a westward retracted jet. Four basic state metrics

(B1–B4) are developed based on Fig. 5.

(B1) RMSE: Root-mean-square error (RMSE) quan-

tifies the basic state bias due to biases in the amplitude

and position of the jet. FollowingHenderson et al. (2017),

we first identify the latitude of the maximum U250 for

each model and observations, extend the latitudes 108 to
both the north and south of this maximum latitude,

and then calculate the RMSE between the model and

observations over these latitudes across the longitude

span of 1008E–1208W. RMSE is extremely large for

IPSL-CM5A-LR, MRI-CGCM3, and MRI-ESM1, and

small for SPCCSM3 and NCAR-CAM5 (Fig. 6a). The

amplitude and position bias are further separated into

metrics B2–B4.

(B2) Jet amplitude: To estimate the biases induced

from the jet amplitude, B2 is calculated as the average of

climatological U250 over the region isolated in metric

B1. The averaged amplitude of the jet is 35.9m s21 in

observations. About 62% of models overestimate the

amplitude of the westerly jet (Fig. 6b), consistent with

Gong et al. (2014). The jet is especially strong in IPSL-

CM5A-LR, MRI-CGCM3, and MRI-ESM1, and weak

in TAMU-CAM4.

(B3) Zonal extension of the jet: According to Winters

et al. (2019), the dominant changes in the North Pacific

westerly jet with longitude are characterized by an

eastward extension or westward retraction, while

changes with latitude are characterized by a northward

or southward shift. To measure the longitudinal bias of

the simulated jet position, B3 is calculated as the U250-

weighted average longitude

�
u2

u1

�
u2

u1

u �U(u,u) � cos(u)

�
u2

u1

�
u2

u1

U(u,u) � cos(u)
,

where u is the longitude, u is the latitude, and U is the

climatological U250. B3 is thus defined as the sum of

longitude multiplied by climatological U250 divided by

the sum of U250 across the longitudinal span of 1008E–
1208W (1008–2408 in calculation) within the region se-

lected in B1 and B2. About 72% of models have B3

larger than observation (161.598E) (Fig. 6c), suggesting
an eastward jet extension. The eastward jet extension is

especially significant in CMCC-CESM, MRI-CGCM3,

and MRI-ESM1 (Figs. 5 and 6c).

(B4) Meridional shift of the jet: Similar to B3, this

metric aims to evaluate the basic state biases induced by

meridional shifts of the jet. We calculate the U250-

weighted average latitude as
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�
u2

u1

�
u2

u1

u3U(u,u)3 cos(u)

�
u2

u1

�
u2

u1

U(u,u)3 cos(u)

,

which is the sum of latitude multiplied by climato-

logical U250 divided by the sum of U250 over 108–
608N, 1008E–1208W (black box in Fig. 5a). This region

with a broader latitudinal boundary than that used in

B1–B3 is selected to better capture the meridional

shifts of the jet. B4 values less than observation

(34.58N) indicate a southward shift of the jet, and vice

versa. About 66% of models produce the jet with a

southward shift (Fig. 6d), such as IPSL-CM5A-LR

and MIROC5. When calculating over 29 models, a

strong relationship is found between B2 and B3 (0.71),

and B2 and B4 (20.7), indicating that a strong jet is

usually associated with an eastward extension and/or

southward shift.

b. Relationships between the basic state and MJO
teleconnections

We explore the relationship between the basic state

metrics introduced above with the MJO teleconnection

metrics (Table 3). Variations in the jet affect mostly the

FIG. 5. Climatology of U250 (contour interval: 10m s21 starting from 20m s21) in (a) observations and (b)–(dd) models. Shading

denotes the model biases, defined as the difference between the modeled and observed U250. Dotted areas indicate significant biases

exceeding the 95% confidence level according to the two-tailed Student’s t test. Black box in (a) represents the region over 108–608N,

1008E–1208W.
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east–west position (T3) of MJO teleconnections. A

stronger westerly jet (B2), an eastward extended jet

(B3), and a southward shifted jet (B4) all coincide with

an eastward shift in MJO teleconnections (T3). A posi-

tive relationship (correlation coefficient at 0.36) is found

between the jet amplitude (B2) and teleconnection

amplitude (T2), indicating that models that produce a

stronger westerly jet may also produce stronger MJO

teleconnections. The above relationships will be further

examined with the LBM experiments in section 5 along

with the mechanisms.

RMSE of U250 over the subtropical jet region (B1) has

negligible correlation (20.05) with teleconnection pat-

tern (T1) when all 29 models are considered. However,

when the bias of the jet becomes large (RMSE . 4; 8

models), the basic state significantly correlates negatively

withMJO teleconnection patterns (correlation coefficient

at 20.83) such that a larger bias leads to a larger degra-

dation of teleconnection pattern simulation.

5. MJO and basic state impacts on MJO
teleconnections: LBM experiments

a. LBM description, setup, and control run

The LBM is constructed by linearizing the primitive

equations about a basic state and the linear response to a

prescribed MJO heating is derived to simulate MJO

teleconnections (Mori and Watanabe 2008; Henderson

et al. 2017). The model has a horizontal resolution of

T42 (;2.88 grid resolution) and 20 unevenly spaced

sigma (s) levels in the vertical. The magnitude of the

biharmonic diffusion coefficient defined by the e-folding

decay time is set to 2h for the largest wavenumber. The

dissipation time scale for Newtonian damping and

FIG. 5. (Continued)
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Rayleigh friction is set to 0.5 days for the lower bound-

ary layers (s$ 0.9) and the top two levels (s# 0.3), with

the remaining layers having a time scale of 20 days (Mori

and Watanabe 2008; Henderson et al. 2017). These pa-

rameters are not altered for sensitivity experiments.

In the LBM, the heating and basic state can be sepa-

rately modified, which allows an investigation of the

relative impact of MJO and basic state on MJO tele-

connections. The model basic state for the control run

uses the monthly climatology during October to March

generated from observations over the period of 1979–

2017. The model is forced by the observational daily

apparent heat sourceQ1 (Yanai et al. 1973) computed as

Q
1
5
›s

›t
1 v � =s1v

›s

›p
,

where v is the horizontal velocity, v is the vertical ve-

locity, and s is the dry static energy defined as s5CpT1 gz,

FIG. 6. (a) RMSE (B1), (b) jet amplitude (B2), (c) zonal extension of the jet (B3), and

(d) meridional shift of the jet (B4) for observations (closed circles) and each model (open

circles). Solid lines represent the multimodel mean.
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where Cp is the specific heat capacity of air at constant

pressure, T is the temperature, g is the gravitational

acceleration, and z is the height. An eastward propa-

gating anomalous Q1 is obtained following Henderson

et al. (2017). We first removed the daily climatological

seasonal cycle and constructed composites of anomalous

Q1 fromMJO phase 1 to 8 based on the phase definition

inWheeler andHendon (2004). Then the eightQ1 phase

composites are interpolated linearly with an assumption

of 5 days per phase to mimic an observed boreal winter

MJO cycle of about 40 days (Alaka and Maloney 2012;

Henderson et al. 2016). This eastward propagating

forcing (Fig. 7) is applied once in the LBM experiments;

that is, the forcing is not cyclic (a cyclic MJO forcing

leads to same conclusions; not shown). We only specify

Q1 anomalies in 308S–308N to focus on the forcing from

the tropics.

The LBM Z500a response averaged 5–9 days after

MJO phase 3 (hereafter referred to as ‘‘phase 3 tele-

connection’’; average over model days 16–24 consider-

ing 5-day per phase) and the observational reference are

shown in Fig. 8. Although the amplitude is weaker, the

control run reasonably captures the observed Z500a

pattern over the PNA region (pattern correlation is

0.79). In the following sections, various MJO and basic

state sensitivity runs (Table 4) are performed with this

LBM to investigate the relative impact ofMJO and basic

state changes on MJO teleconnections.

b. Impact of MJO propagation on teleconnection
persistence

In section 3, we found that when a model produces a

less coherent and poor eastward MJO propagation, the

teleconnections tend to persist longer. This finding is

further supported with an LBM experiment. To mimic a

nonpropagating MJO event (Kim et al. 2014a), the

propagating anomalousQ1 used in the control run is set

to remain stationary after reaching MJO phase 4 (re-

ferred to as the Nonprop_MJO run), and thus the im-

posed MJO heating does not propagate across the

Maritime Continent. We use the observed MJO heating

rather than heating profiles from poorMJO propagation

models to reduce the possible influence from other

biases of MJO characteristics such as horizontal and

vertical structure. Using the heating profiles obtained

from a poor MJO propagation model (e.g., HadGEM2-

AO) led to a similar conclusion. Note that by gradually

decreasing the amplitude ofQ1 with an e-folding time of

10 days after reaching MJO phase 4 does not change the

conclusion (not shown). The pattern CC between the

phase 3 teleconnection (e.g., Fig. 8a) and 5-day running

average of Z500a response starting frommodel day 16 is

calculated over the PNA region (similar to the concept

of autocorrelation). The results for the control and

TABLE 3. Correlations betweenMJO teleconnection and basic statemetrics that exceed 90%confidence level based on a two-tailed test:

(T1) pattern CC, (T2) relative amplitude, (T3) east–west position; (B1) RMSE, (B2) jet amplitude, (B3) zonal extension of the jet, and

(B4) meridional shift of the jet. Correlation between B1 and T1 in bold text denotes the result based on 8 models with RMSE . 4.

Correlation between B2 and T2 in bold text represents the result after removing the outlier model HadGEM2-AO from calculation. For

these correlations, results for all models are shown in parentheses.

T1 (pattern) T2 (amplitude) T3 (east–west position)

B1 (RMSE) 20.83 (20.05) 0.56

B2 (amplitude) 0.36 (0.13) 0.58

B3 (zonal extension) 0.55

B4 (meridional shift) 20.53

FIG. 7. The propagating MJO forcing used in LBM control run

(shading; average over 108S–108N) and in the (a) Fast_MJO and

(b) Slow_MJO runs (contour; interval: 0.2 K day21).
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Nonprop_MJO runs are shown in Fig. 9. Day 1 is the

pattern CC calculated between phase 3 teleconnection

and 16–20-day averaged Z500a response, day 2 is pat-

tern CC between phase 3 teleconnection and 17–21-day

averaged Z500a response, and so on. The persistence of

MJO teleconnections is defined as the length of the time

period (unit: days) during which the pattern CC remains

larger than 0.5 (details in Part I). In the control run,

phase 3 teleconnection persists for 10 days before tran-

sitioning to a different pattern or decay as the MJO

propagates consistently with observations. In the

Nonprop_MJO run, phase 3 teleconnection persists two

times longer (until 20 days) than the control run. This

sensitivity of teleconnection persistence to MJO prop-

agation is consistent with Zheng and Chang (2019).

During the transition of equatorial MJO events from

heating anomalies of one sign to the opposite sign, the

forced extratropical response will gradually change sign,

which interfere destructively with the anomalies gener-

ated by the previous phases and lead to a decay of MJO

teleconnections. If the MJO is nonpropagating, de-

structive teleconnection signals cannot be generated

later, which gives rise to a longer persistence of tele-

connections. Although opposite-sign heating anomalies

may be initiated afterward over the Indian Ocean, they

are usually very weak for the nonpropagating MJO

events (Feng et al. 2015). The results above support the

hypothesis that the longer persistence of MJO tele-

connections simulated by most of the current GCMs

(Part I) may be due to the exaggerated Maritime

Continent barrier effect of the MJO in models (Fig. 1).

c. Impact of MJO propagation speed on
teleconnection amplitude

As discussed in section 3, a fast propagating MJO may

lead to weaker teleconnections than a slow propagating

MJO (Bladé andHartmann 1995; Yadav and Straus 2017;

Goss and Feldstein 2018; Zheng and Chang 2019). This

influence is tested through an LBM experiment by vary-

ing the speed of the propagating anomalous Q1 from

5-day per phase (phase speed at;5ms21, control run) to

4-day per phase (phase speed at;6ms21; Fast_MJO run)

and 6-day per phase (phase speed at;4ms21; Slow_MJO

FIG. 8. (a) Phase 3 teleconnection in the LBM and the

(b) observational reference (shading). Contour in (a) is the 1000- to

200-hPa averaged anomalous observational Q1 for MJO phase 3

(average over model days 11–15): green (brown) represents MJO

heating (cooling) with interval of 0.4 K day21. Contour in (b) is the

composite of OLR anomaly over days in MJO phase 3: green

(brown) represents enhanced (suppressed) MJO convection with

interval of 10Wm22.

TABLE 4. Description of LBM experiments with a 50-day integration.

Experiments MJO Basic state (BS)

Control run Observational (Obs) Q1 propagating eastward from

phase 1 to 8 with speed at 5-day per phase

Obs October–March climatology over

period of 1979–2017

MJO runs Nonprop_MJO Obs Q1 set to be stationary after reaching phase 4 As in the control run

Fast_MJO Obs Q1 propagating with speed at 4-day per phase

Slow_MJO Obs Q1 propagating with speed at 6-day per phase

BS runs StrongU_BS As in the control run ACCESS1.3

WeakU_BS Obs climatology plus opposite model

bias of ACCESS1.3

EastU_BS GFDL-ESM2M

WestU_BS Obs climatology plus opposite model

bias of GFDL-ESM2M

SouthU_BS MIROC5

NorthU_BS Obs climatology plus opposite model

bias of MIROC5
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run). The MJO propagation will thus last for 32 days for

the Fast_MJO run (Fig. 7a) and 48 days for the Slow_

MJO run (Fig. 7b), which coincides approximately with

the spread of model bias of the MJO period (Fig. 2c).

Phase 3 teleconnection in the Fast_MJO (average over

model days 14–21 considering 4-day per phase) and Slow_

MJO run (average over model days 18–27 considering

6-day per phase) are compared in Fig. 10. The extra-

tropical response becomes stronger in the Slow_MJO than

that in the Fast_MJO run [relative amplitude (T2): 1.12 vs

0.86], consistent with the relationship found in section 3.

Because most GCMs have faster MJO propagation and

stronger MJO teleconnections than the observed, the

LBM results (faster MJO propagation induces weaker

teleconnections) suggest that the bias of teleconnection

amplitude in GCMs is not directly attributed to biases in

the MJO propagation speed or the MJO impact is over-

powered by the basic state impacts discussed below.

d. Impact of jet characteristics on teleconnection
amplitude and position

Bias in the amplitude and position of the subtropical

westerly jet may lead to bias in the amplitude and po-

sition of MJO teleconnections (section 4). However,

bias in the jet amplitude is usually accompanied by

bias in the jet position (section 4), thus obscuring their

independent impact on MJO teleconnections. To un-

derstand the independent impact of jet amplitude,

zonal extension, and meridional shift on MJO tele-

connections, three sets of paired experiments are carried

out. Their corresponding basic states are derived from

models following the selection criteria: First, models

with remarkable biases in B2 (jet amplitude), B3 (zonal

extension of the jet), or B4 (meridional shift of the jet)

are selected based on Fig. 6. Remarkable jet biases are

defined as basic state metrics within the top 25% among

models for B2 and B3, and bottom 25% for B4, given

that models are generally biased to a stronger westerly

jet (larger B2) with an eastward extension (larger B3)

and/or a southward shift (smaller B4). Some models

(e.g., IPSL-CM5A-LR and MRI-ESM1) are double- or

triple-counted. Hence, to isolate the impact of a cer-

tain jet bias, models with a remarkable bias in the other

two jet categories are excluded. With these criteria,

the basic state from ACCESS1.3 (Fig. 5c) is prescribed

in the LBM to investigate the impact of the stronger jet

on MJO teleconnections (StrongU_BS run). GFDL-

ESM2M (Fig. 5k) is used to examine the impact of the

eastward jet extension (EastU_BS run) on MJO tele-

connections, and MIROC5 (Fig. 5o) used for the

southward jet shift (SouthU_BS run). The opposite

biases from the selected models are added to the ob-

served climatology to analyze the opposite jet impacts

on MJO teleconnections (Table 4). We use the model

bias to test impacts of the basic state on MJO tele-

connections instead of modifying the observed basic

FIG. 10. Phase 3 teleconnection (shading) in the (a) Fast_MJO

and (b) Slow_MJO runs. Contours are the difference from the

control run (interval: 1m). Values on the top right are MJO tele-

connectionmetric T2 (relative amplitude). T2 larger (smaller) than

1 indicates a stronger (weaker) response than the control run.

FIG. 9. Pattern CC between phase 3 teleconnection (i.e., Fig. 7a)

and 5-day running average of Z500a over the PNA region in the

control run (black line). Red line is similar to black line but for the

Nonprop_MJO run. Persistence is defined as number of days that

pattern CC being larger than 0.5 (dashed line).
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state directly because 1) understanding impacts of the

model bias is the main focus of this study and 2) to

maintain the geostrophic balance, it is hard to perturb

one characteristic of the jet while keeping all other

characteristics completely unchanged.

Mechanisms of the basic state impacts on MJO tele-

connections are examined by examining the stationary

wavenumber KS on Mercator coordinates, which is ob-

tained following Hoskins and Ambrizzi (1993):

K
S
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M
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,

where a is Earth’s radius, UM is the mean zonal wind

divided by the cosine of latitude, and bM is equivalent to

b*5 ›f /›y2 ›2u/›y2 defined as the meridional gradient

of absolute vorticity on a sphere multiplied by the cosine

of latitude:
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where za is the absolute vorticity and V is the rotation

rate of Earth. Model KS is compared with observations

in Fig. 11. White areas are where waves are dissipated

since UM , 0. Black shadings denote regions where

bM , 0. According to the Rossby wave theory (Hoskins

and Karoly 1981; Hoskins and Ambrizzi 1993), waves

reflect at the turning latitudewhere zonal wavenumber k

equals to KS (thus meridional wavenumber l 5 0) or

where bM , 0 (thus l2 , 0) and refract toward regions

with high KS. As shown in observations (Fig. 11a), re-

gions with bM , 0 are at the poleward and equatorward

sides of the subtropical westerly jet due to the strong

meridional curvature (›2u/›y2) there, and the jet, where

KS is large, acts as a westerly waveguide. Thus theMJO-

forced Rossby waves, especially those with zonal

wavenumbers 3 and 4, propagate eastward along the jet

and emanate at the jet exit region; Rossby waves with

zonal wavenumbers 1 and 2 penetrate beyond the jet and

propagate directly to the PNA region following KS

contours 1 and 2 (Seo and Lee 2017). A bias in bM and

KS in a model can thus lead to biases in the position and

propagation of MJO teleconnections.

Results of the sensitivity experiments (Fig. 12) are

explained based on the above mechanisms. In a com-

parison of StrongU_BS (Fig. 12a) and WeakU_BS run

(Fig. 12b), when the jet becomes stronger, MJO tele-

connections tend to be stronger (T2 as 1.13) accordingly,

and vice versa when the jet is weaker. This is consistent

with ray theory (Hoskins and Karoly 1981) in that the

energy (i.e., amplitude) of stationary Rossby waves is

proportional to the speed of the mean zonal wind

along a ray. The jet amplitude also seems to affect the

east–west position of teleconnection patterns that a

stronger jet leads to an eastward shift in MJO tele-

connections over the North Pacific (Fig. 12a). This is

because a stronger jet is associated with a stronger me-

ridional curvature (›2u/›y2), thus a smaller bM on the

poleward and equatorward sides of the jet (i.e., larger

FIG. 11. Stationary wavenumber KS derived from climatological U250 on Mercator coordinates. Black areas are

where meridional gradient of absolute vorticity bM is negative. Regions of easterly zonal winds are in white.
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areas of bM , 0 in ACCESS1.3; Fig. 11b) compared to

observations (Fig. 11a). Therefore, Rossby wave prop-

agationmay bemore confined to the westerly waveguide

due to greater wave reflection (i.e., less meridional wave

penetration beyond the jet into the extratropics) until

Rossby waves reach the exit region. As a result, merid-

ional propagation of Rossby waves into the extratropics

could occur farther eastward in response to a stronger jet,

illustrated by an eastward shift inMJO teleconnections as

shown in Fig. 12a. When the subtropical jet extends

eastward (EastU_BS vs WestU_BS run; Figs. 12c and

12d), MJO teleconnections over the North Pacific also

tend to shift eastward (Fig. 12d) due to an eastward ex-

tension of the westerly waveguide (Fig. 11c).

On the other hand, a southward jet shift (SouthU_BS

run; Fig. 12e) leads to stronger teleconnection amplitude

(T2 as 1.41) than a northward jet shift (NorthU_BS run;

Fig. 12f). This is possibly because of an easier excitation

of Rossby waves when the strong absolute vorticity

gradient in the jet is placed closer to the heat source and

associated divergent winds (Frederiksen and Webster

1988) (see the RWS in Fig. 7 of Part I). Although this

linear relationship is not found in GCMs (section 4), we

found that among the 18 GCMs that have stronger

teleconnection amplitude, 12 of them have a southward

shifted jet. The southward jet shift also causes changes in

the teleconnection pathway: teleconnections propagate

more zonally oriented (Fig. 12e) than those in response

to the northward jet shift (Fig. 12f), which is discerned as

the cyclonic anomaly over Alaska extending southward

in the SouthU_BS run than that in the NorthU_BS run.

This change in the teleconnection pathway as a result of

the meridional jet shift is also discussed in Henderson

et al. (2017), which may be due to the difference in the

position of the turning latitude. According to Seo and

Lee (2017), MJO-forced Rossby waves consist of zonal

wavenumbers 1 and 2 that penetrate toAlaska and zonal

wavenumbers 3 and 4 that propagate more zonally ori-

ented. This is consistent with the distribution of KS

(Fig. 11a); that is, shorter waves reach their turning

latitudes (KS 5 k) at a lower latitude. Therefore, if KS

contours are located more equatorward, it is expected

that teleconnections will propagate in a manner that is

more zonally oriented as they would encounter their

turning latitudes at a lower latitude. In MIROC5

(Fig. 11d), KS 3 and 4 contours north of the jet exit re-

gion (;308–608N, 1808–1208W,) are shifted equatorward

compared to observations (Fig. 11a). As a result, the

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 9, but for the (a) StrongU_BS, (b)WeakU_BS, (c) EastU_BS, (d)WestU_BS, (e) SouthU_BS,

and (f) NorthU_BS runs (contour interval: 2 m). Anomalous Q1 used in these experiments is the same as in the

control run, i.e., the observational eastward propagating Q1.
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poleward propagating Rossby waves would turn at a

lower latitude in response to a southward jet shift,

leading to a more zonally oriented wave propagation,

illustrated by a southward extension of Z500a over

Alaska. The southward jet shift also leads to a westward

shift in MJO teleconnections over the North Pacific

(Fig. 12e), which contradicts the relationship found in

GCMs that a southward jet shift is correlated with an

eastward shift in MJO teleconnections (section 4). This

discrepancy is possibly caused by two reasons. First, the

LBM is based on the linear dynamics. When the jet

shifts equatorward, assuming the meridional curvature

(›2u/›y2) is not changed, only ›f/›y increases as the jet

locates at a lower latitude with larger planetary vorticity

gradient. Thus bM will increase on both sides of the jet

as seen in Fig. 11d (i.e., smaller areas of bM , 0 in

MIROC5), which is more favorable for the poleward

wave propagation occurring westward in the SouthU_

BS run compared to the NorthU_BS run. Second, the

negative relationship found in GCMs between B4

(meridional shift of the jet) and T3 (east–west position) is

effectively dominated by the impact from B2 (jet ampli-

tude) which has a positive relationship with T3 and a

negative relationship with B4. This is supported by the

reduced partial correlation (correlation at 20.21) be-

tween T3 and B4 when controlling the effect of B2.

The above basic state experiments suggest that the

eastward shift in MJO teleconnections simulated by

current GCMs (Part I) can be attributed to the stronger

and/or eastward extended westerly jet (Figs. 6b,c) sim-

ulated by most models, and the stronger teleconnection

amplitude can be attributed to the stronger westerly jet

and/or the southward jet shift (Fig. 6d).

6. Summary and discussion

In Part I of this study that examined 29 GCMs, it was

shown that models generally produce MJO tele-

connections with an eastward shift, larger amplitude,

and longer persistence compared to the observed

counterparts. To quantify the impacts of the simulated

MJO and basic state on MJO teleconnections, various

existing and newly developed MJO and basic state

metrics are applied to the 29 GCMs in this study. Most

models simulate an MJO with weaker amplitude, faster

propagation speed, and less coherent eastward propa-

gation than the observed. A majority of models

produce a stronger Pacific westerly jet with an eastward

extension or southward shift relative to observations.

The above biases are significant at the 95% confidence

level based on a two-tailed test of differences between

observations and the multimodel mean (not shown). By

calculating linear correlations between various metrics

of MJO teleconnections, MJO characteristics, and basic

state characteristics, it is found that models that produce

realistic MJO patterns with a better and coherent east-

ward propagation generally produce more realistic

teleconnection patterns and persistence. Models with a

stronger MJO tend to simulate stronger MJO tele-

connections with higher consistency between individual

MJO events, and longer persistence of patterns. Models

with a slower MJO propagation produce stronger MJO

teleconnections. Compared to variations in MJO char-

acteristics, the westerly jet mainly influences the east–

west position of MJO teleconnections. A stronger and/

or eastward-extended westerly jet can lead to an

eastward shift in MJO teleconnections. In addition, a

stronger jet may lead to stronger MJO teleconnections.

Although the above relationships may not be valid for

all models as the correlation is not perfect, they reveal

the potential sources of the teleconnection biases.

MJO and basic state impacts on MJO teleconnections

are further investigated through various LBM sensitivity

experiments (Table 4) by changing the MJO propaga-

tion characteristics and by isolating impacts from vari-

ations in jet amplitude and position. Results indicate

that 1) teleconnections generated in response to a non-

propagating MJO persist longer than for a propagating

MJO; 2) a faster propagating MJO produces weaker

teleconnections than amore slowly propagatingMJO; 3) a

stronger and/or eastward-extended jet leads to an eastward

shift in MJO teleconnections; 4) MJO teleconnections are

stronger when the jet is stronger and/or shifts southward;

and 5) MJO teleconnections propagate with a more zon-

ally oriented pathway when the jet shifts southward.

Results in this study suggest that the longer persis-

tence of MJO teleconnections found in the 29 GCMs

may be due to exaggerated Maritime Continent barrier

effect of the MJO in models. The eastward shift and

larger amplitude of MJO teleconnections may be at-

tributed to biases in the jet. Therefore, to better repre-

sentMJO teleconnections, both theMJO and basic state

need to be accurately simulated.

This study provides a better understanding of the

relative impact ofMJO and basic state characteristics on

MJO teleconnections and the possible causes of biases

in teleconnection simulations. However, characteristics

of the MJO differ from event to event and the sub-

tropical jet is also impacted by the MJO (Kang and

Tziperman 2018). Interpretation is further complicated

by the fact that changes in MJO teleconnections can

be a result of various MJO or basic state influences.

For example, a stronger MJO or less coherent MJO

propagation can both lead to longer teleconnection

persistence, and biases in jet amplitude and position can

both lead to an east–west shift in teleconnections. The
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relative contribution from such impacts of different

MJO or basic state characteristics on the same telecon-

nection bias merits further investigation.

The MJO and subtropical jet may be modulated by

slowly varying basic state variability, such as that caused

by El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; Hendon et al.

1999; Takahashi and Shirooka 2014; Henderson and

Maloney 2018) or the quasi-biennial oscillation (QBO;

Yoo and Son 2016;Wang et al. 2018b). The results found

in this study may therefore be influenced by the model

ability to simulate the observed features of interannual

variability. In addition, the processes responsible for

MJO teleconnections include both linear and nonlinear

effects (Bladé and Hartmann 1995; Lin and Brunet

2018). The LBMused in this study has limitations in that

it is based on linear dynamics, and therefore may lead to

oversimplified results. After the first week, the extra-

tropical response to the MJO becomes more nonlinear

such that the response is asymmetric between the MJO

mirror phases (Lin and Brunet 2018), which may not be

presented by the LBM. The possible influence from

nonlinearity will be examined in future work.
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